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Canyon Gaming - Weapons For Winners!
From a newbie to a skilled warrior - this wide range of gaming tools will support all
gamers in their journeys.
The Canyon magic potion contains well-balanced features, custom-built software,
and personal tech support. Hit the lights and finish off your rivals with a cool design
and spectacular backlighting made by Canyon.
Attractive eco packaging and affordable prices create a perfect boost.
Get ready to rumble with Canyon Gaming!

G A M I N G
chairs

CND-SGCH7

Gaming Chair

Nightfall GС-7
A comfortable and stylish chair for long gaming sessions and work designed by Canyon
engineers! This gaming chair will last a long time thanks to a 1.5 mm thick metal frame,
and a strong and stable metal five-pointed base with polyurethane castors. Dense filler
with memory effect and high-quality eco-leather coating provide maximum comfort. To
help you to take a rest without losing control over the game, there is a convenient
reclining backrest with well-designed support for the head and lower back, which can be
locked at any angle between 90° and 150°. You can choose the most convenient angle of
inclination of the chair using the built-in “Top Gun” mechanism. The armrests move up and
down, back and forth, and 15° in and out to provide extra comfort for your arms. Sit back
and immerse yourself in the game. This chair will help you to get a true rest!

CND-SGCH7

5291485006617



Dense foam filler with a memory effect



“Top Gun” mechanism



Lower back support



High quality eco leather



Tilted backrest 90°-150°



Metal base



1.5 mm thick metal frame



Last generation Class-4 gas lift



Silent polyurethane castors 60 mm



3D adjustable armrests



Comfortable headrest



Maximum load up to 150 kg
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Headrest Support
Winning in long battles is possible only
when you're in a good mood and
seated with maximum convenience. To
ensure this, we equipped the chair with
a soft cushion, which provides
additional support for a head and
allows a neck to rest. No more feeling
of tightness in the neck and shoulders!

High-Quality Leather and Foam Filling
The chair is covered by a high-quality
eco-leather that echoes leather utilized in the
interior of premium cars. The cover is
perforated for better ventilation, which makes
the seat more comfortable for the player. It is
easy to clean, resistant to damage, and pleasant
to the touch. High-quality foam filler gently
supports the body, thus helping muscles to
avoid discomfort and fatigue.

Lumbar Support
The lower back is often subjected to
excessive loads, so we paid special
attention to the design of the
lumbar support cushion. It will give
you maximum comfort even if you
want to play for many hours. Sit
comfortably and win in long games!
Height Adjustment
The chair has a reliable gas lift, which allows
you to adjust the seat height with maximum
precision. Due to this, you can conveniently
sit at any table, avoiding unnecessary strain
on the arms and shoulders. Gas lift is made
with the latest technology, which has
undergone rigorous testing.

Firm and Stable Base
5-star metallic base with 60 mm
polyurethane castors provides the chair
with excellent stability and quiet rolling
on any surface. Thanks to this, the chair
moves without excessive effort.
Unfailing assistance for a perfect win!
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Backrest Tilt
Take a rest without losing control over the game! You can recline
the back of the chair 90°-150°, stretch, and give the muscles of the
back and arms to relax. A few minutes of relaxation - and you can
play again at full power!

160°

“Top Gun” mechanism
The Top Gun mechanism built under the seat allows you to tilt the
chair slightly forward or backward. The force that you need to
apply for tilting is easily adjustable by using a spring mechanism. If
you prefer to sit on a chair locked in one position, use the special
lock under the seat to make the chair stationary.

3D Armrests
These 3D-armrests are designed with the use of the latest
technology. They can be moved forward and backward, up and
down, and also up to 15° in and out. This allows you to avoid
overstrain in the arms for a long time. Get maximum comfort
even after many hours of play!

Metal Frame
This chair is reinforced with a 1.5 mm thick metal frame. This is
important for better durability and stability of the chair, as well
as improved handling. Besides, this frame makes the
construction of the chair even more reliable.
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CND-SGCH4AO

Gaming Chair

Argama GС-4AO
A win-win combination of maximum functionality and awesome design! This chair is
reinforced with a 1.5 mm metal frame and a stable five-pointed base with polyurethane
castors which are 60 mm in diameter. A filler with memory effect covered by
high-quality and durable eco-leather coating will bring extra comfort even to the
longest gaming sessions. A tilted backrest which is equipped with head and lower back
support which can be locked at any angle between 90° and 165° so you can remove to
allow you to take a break and relax in between intense battles. The armrests can be
moved up and down, back and forth, and 15° in and out to provide extra comfort and
support. The “camouflage” color will make the playing area more atmospheric so that
you can immerse yourself in the strategy and battles ahead game.

CND-SGCH4AO

5291485006464

1.5 mm thick metal frame

High quality eco leather

3D adjustable armrests

5 Star nylon base with 60 mm polyurethane castors

Comfortable headrest cushion

Tilted backrest 90°-165°

Last generation Class-4 gas lift

Lumbar support cushion

Maximum weight of chair load - 150 kg

Dense foam
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High-Quality Leather and Foam Filling
The chair is covered by a high-quality
eco-leather that echoes leather utilized in
the interior of premium cars. It is easy to
clean, resistant to damage, and pleasant to
the touch. High-quality foam filler gently
supports the body, thus helping muscles to
avoid discomfort and fatigue.

Headrest Support
Winning in long battles is possible only
when you're in a good mood and seated
with maximum convenience. To ensure this,
we equipped the chair with a soft cushion,
which provides additional support for a
head and allows a neck to rest. No more
feeling of tightness in the neck and
shoulders!

Lumbar Support
The lower back is often subjected to
excessive loads, so we paid special attention
to the design of lumbar support cushion. It
will give you maximum comfort even if you
want to play for many hours. Sit
comfortably and win in long games!

Height Adjustment
The chair has a reliable gas lift, which allows
you to adjust the seat height with maximum
precision. Due to this, you can conveniently
sit at any table, avoiding unnecessary strain
on the arms and shoulders. Gas lift is made
with the latest technology, which has
undergone rigorous testing.

Firm and Stable Base
5-star nylon base with 60 mm polyurethane
castors provides the chair with excellent
stability and quiet rolling on any surface.
Thanks to this, the chair moves without
excessive effort. Unfailing assistance for a
perfect win!
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Backrest Tilt
165°

Take a rest without losing control over the game! You can
recline the back of the chair 90 ° -165 °, stretch, and give the
muscles of the back and arms to relax. A few minutes of
relaxation - and you can play again at full power!

3D Armrests
These 3D-armrests are designed with the use of the latest
technology. They can be moved forward and backward, up and
down, and also up to 15° in and out. This allows you to avoid
overstrain in the arms for a long time. Get maximum comfort even
after many hours of play!

Metal Frame
This chair is reinforced with a 1.5 mm thick metal frame. This is
important for better durability and stability of the chair, as well
as improved handling. Besides, this frame makes the
construction of the chair even more reliable.
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CND-SGCH5

Gaming chair

Corax GС-5

Win like a boss in this high-end gaming chair. It looks nice, feels even better and the
sheer amount of adjustments is all you could ever expect from a chair. It is well-balanced
by a smart mechanism “Multiblock” that provides ideal tilt using the weight of your
body. The headrest and lumbar cushions are very supportive and comfy. It’s ergonomic
design based on a strong 1.5 mm metal frame is prepared for the longest sessions of
gaming. Cold memory foam that fills up the whole chair and high quality eco leather
perfectly adjust to the unique shape of your body providing endless hours of comfort.
4D adjusted arms make your hands comfortable like never before. If you’re serious
about your sit time, then you’ll have to seriously consider this one. Your body will thank
you later.

CND-SGCH5

1.5 mm thick metal frame
5 Star metal base with 60 mm
Polyurethane castors
Last generation Class-4 gas lift
Headrest cushion

5291485004309

Multifunctional balancing
mechanism “Multiblock”

Lumbar support cushion
4D adjustable armrests

Dense cold memory foam filling
up the whole chair

Tilted backrest 90°-165°

High quality eco leather

Tilt locking system
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Maximum weight of chair load - 150kg

High-quality leather and cold foam filling
The chair is covered with pleasant-touch an
high-quality eco leather that is durable and
easy to clean. Under the overage, a dense
original foam is placed. The foam keeps the
shape of your body even after you are not in
the chair. It surrounds your back, allowing to
keep your muscles comfortably toned and
makes long-time sitting a real pleasure.

Headrest support
No more pain in the neck and shoulders!
The soft headrest cushion provides
additional support to your head and makes
your neck relaxed. Outrank your enemies by
keeping strong and sure in-game
performance.

Lumbar support
The brilliant thing is that you can use
lumbar support cushion to keep your
lower back comfortable during all-night
long gaming sessions. The battles are
won only when sitting experience is 100%
satisfying.

Height adjustment
Unlike many chairs that actually sit pretty
low to the floor, this chair has powerful
class-4 gas lift that allows to easily make
your seating fit the height of your desk.
Canyon uses the latest generation gas lifts
that are carefully tested and only the best
are selected.

Firm and stable base
The presence of a 5-star metal base,
supports a maximum weight of chair load up
to 150 kg and provides greater strength,
durability and stability. Large 60 mm
polyurethane castors slide freely and quitely
on any surfaces. The chair provides
comfortable movement during sitting or
playing game. Unfailing help for an ideal
victory!
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Backrest tilt
165°

Make a pause between harsh gaming battles. Tilt the
backrest in the angle of 90°-165°, stretch your back and relax
your lumbar area. In a few minutes you will be ready for a
new adventure. Multifunctional mechanism “Multiblock”
matches your body weight and helps to adjust balance and
tension for effortless and secure gaming, without any muscle
fatigue. Tilt locking system ensures the most reliably locked
position of any part of the chair under all angles.

0-15°

4D armrests
The armrests can be adjusted in all possible directions:
vertically, horizontally and side-to-side with maximum
flexibility. Your elbows will feel right even during the most
intense battles. This feature helps you to keep your thighs up
even in the lowest sitting point and feel yourself in maximum
comfort through hours of gaming.

Metal Frame
1.5 mm metal frame strengthens the whole chair permeating all
its parts with no compromise. It makes all your actions firm and
make sure you won’t miss your decisive shot. It’s shape provides
sleek and attractive aesthetic.
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CND-SGCH4

Gaming chair

Deimos GС-4
Gamers looking for an all-round gaming chair should consider this model. It is built
with a firm 1.5 mm metal frame and has a fantastically built base with 60 mm
Polyurethane castors that will offer your hours of comfort. High-quality memory foam
under awesome eco leather covering will turn the longest gaming session into a real
pleasure. The chair has full reclient function and you’ll be able to lock it in any angle
between 90° and 165° when you want to sit back and relax from intense battles. The
arms can be moved up-down, back-forth and 15 degrees inward and outward to
provide extra comfort for arms.

CND-SGCH4

1.5 mm thick metal frame
5 Star nylon base with 60 mm
Polyurethane castors
Last generation Class-4 gas lift

5291485004293

Original foam for back and cold
molded foam for seat
High quality eco leather
Headrest cushion
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Lumbar support cushion
3D adjustable armrests
Tilted backrest 90°-165°
Maximum weight of chair load - 150kg

High-quality leather and cold foam filling
The chair is covered with pleasant-touch an
high-quality eco leather that is durable and
easy to clean. Under the overage, a dense
original foam is placed. The foam keeps the
shape of your body even after you are not in
the chair. It surrounds your back, allowing to
keep your muscles comfortably toned and
makes long-time sitting a real pleasure.

Headrest support
No more pain in the neck and shoulders!
The soft headrest cushion provides
additional support to your head and makes
your neck relaxed. Outrank your enemies by
keeping strong and sure in-game
performance.

Lumbar support
The brilliant thing is that you can use lumbar
support cushion to keep your lower back
comfortable during all-night long gaming
sessions. The battles are won only when
sitting experience is 100% satisfying.

Height adjustment
Unlike many chairs that actually sit pretty
low to the floor, this chair has powerful
class-4 gas lift that allows to easily make
your seating fit the height of your desk.
Canyon uses the latest generation gas lifts
that are carefully tested and only the best
are selected.

Firm and stable base
5-star nylon base ensures stable seating and
large 60 mm Polyurethane castors roll
quietly and freely on any surface. The chair
becomes very supportive and provides
comfortable moves while seating. Unfailing
assistance for a perfect win!
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Backrest tilt
165°

Make a pause between harsh gaming battles. Tilt the
backrest in the angle of 90°-165°, stretch your back and relax
your lumbar area. In a few minutes you will be ready for a
new adventure.

3D armrests
The armrests can be adjusted vertically, moved back and forth
and 15 degrees inward and outward as well. They provide
flexibility to make sure your elbows feel right during intense
battles. This feature helps you to sit tightly and confidently
through hours of gaming.

Metal Frame
1.5 mm metal frame strengthens the whole chair permeating all
its parts with no compromise. It makes all your actions firm and
make sure you won’t miss your decisive shot. It’s shape provides
sleek and attractive aesthetic.
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CND-SGCH3

Gaming chair

Fobos GС-3
This chair would be a good find for a savvy gamer who builds his sporty gaming set
for a smart price. By serving all gaming needs, this chair will make a dexterous crazy
racer out of a starter gamer. Its 1.5 mm thick metal frame provides high stability and
durability. A dense moulded memory foam under firm eco leather covering provides
the feeling of comfort during all-night long gaming sessions. The chair has all
functions to provide good and healthy sitting posture. And it’s cool design brings
captivating gaming experience.

CND-SGCH3

5291485004286

1.5 mm thick metal frame

Dense molded foam

2D adjustable armrests

5 Star nylon base with 60 mm
Polyurethane castors

High quality eco leather

Tilted backrest 90°-150°

Headrest cushion

Maximum weight of chair load - 150kg

Last generation Class-4 gas lift

Lumbar support cushion
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Headrest support
No more pain in the neck and shoulders!
The soft headrest cushion provides
additional support to your head and makes
your neck relaxed. Outrank your enemies by
keeping strong and sure in-game
performance.

High-quality leather and foam filling
The chair is covered with pleasant-touch an
high-quality eco leather that is durable and
easy to clean. Almost identical leather is
used in luxury car seats. Under the overage,
a dense original foam is placed. It surrounds
your back and softens your body, allowing
to keep your muscles comfortably toned.

Lumbar support
The brilliant thing is that you can use lumbar
support cushion to keep your lower back
comfortable during all-night long gaming
sessions. The battles are won only when
sitting experience is 100% satisfying.

Height adjustment
Firm and stable base

Unlike many chairs that actually sit pretty
low to the floor, this chair has powerful
class-4 gas lift that allows to easily make
your seating fit the height of your desk.
Canyon uses the latest generation gas lifts
that are carefully tested and only the best
are selected.

5-star nylon base ensures stable seating and
large 60 mm Polyurethane castors roll
quietly and freely on any surface. The chair
becomes very supportive and provides
comfortable moves while seating. Unfailing
assistance for a perfect win!
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Backrest tilt
150°

Make a pause between harsh gaming battles. Tilt the
backrest in the angle of 90°-150°, stretch your back and
relax your lumbar area. In a few minutes you will be ready for
a new adventure.

2D armrests
The armrests can be adjusted vertically (up and down), and
moved back and forth as well. They provide flexibility to make
sure your elbows feel right during intense battles. This feature
helps you to sit tightly and confidently through hours of gaming.

Metal Frame
1.5 mm metal frame strengthens the whole chair permeating all
its parts with no compromise. It makes all your actions firm and
make sure you won’t miss your decisive shot. It’s shape provides
sleek and attractive aesthetic.
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CND-SGCH2

Gaming chair

Vigil GС-2

Stunning Sport Battle chair for those gamers who happen to be on the budget. It
has almost all features for beginner gamers that a chair may offer. The dense foam
under high-quality eco leather provides decent seating experience. Headrest
cushion and armrests provide additional support to your body. The chair has 5-star
nylon base with 60 mm Polyurethane castors that provide utmost stability, and
free glide across all surfaces. Using its certificated Class-4 gas-lift you can easily
adjust height according to your needs.

CND-SGCH2

5 Star nylon base with 60 mm PU
castors
Last generation Class-4 gas lift
Dense original foam

5291485004279

High quality eco leather
Headrest cushion
Comfortable armrests
Maximum weight of chair load - 130kg
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Headrest support
No more pain in the neck and shoulders!
The soft headrest cushion provides
additional support to your head and makes
your neck relaxed. Outrank your enemies by
keeping strong and sure in-game
performance.

High-quality leather and foam filling
The chair is covered with pleasant-touch
an high-quality eco leather that is
durable and easy to clean. Almost
identical leather is used in luxury car
seats. Under the overage, a dense
original foam is placed. It surrounds your
back and softens your body, allowing to
keep your muscles comfortably toned.

Lumbar support
Comfortable armrests

The brilliant thing is that you can use
lumbar support cushion to keep your
lower back comfortable during all-night
long gaming sessions. The battles are
won only when sitting experience is
100% satisfying.

The arms of the chair can be adjusted in
“up” or “down” position, to make sure your
elbows move right during intense battles.
This feature helps you to sit tightly and
confidently through hours of gaming

Firm and stable base

Height adjustment

5-star nylon base ensures stable seating and
large 60 mm polyurethane castors roll
quietly and freely on any surface. The chair
becomes very supportive and provides
comfortable moves while seating. Unfailing
assistance for a perfect win!

Unlike many chairs that actually sit
pretty low to the floor, this chair has
powerful Class-4 gas lift that allows to
easily make your seating fit the height of
your desk. Canyon uses the latest
generation gas lifts that are carefully
tested and only the best are selected.
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CAMOUFLAGE GAMING
CHAIR FLOOR MAT FM-02
CND-SFM02
5291485006488

If you love the military-style and collect
themed game accessories, this mat is a
great find! This durable, anti-slip mat
protects the floor under the chair from
scratches and abrasions, as well as helps
to avoid noise and excessive chair mobility.
Also, it provides a smoother and more
controlled movement of the chair. It can be
put under a chair, in zones allocated for
play, work, or art. An amazing accessory
for those who like long gaming sessions, or
just spend a lot of time at the computer.
Plan and exercise your world domination
without leaving your desk!

features:
 Protects the floor from damage
 Smoother movement of the castors
 Optimum size 100 x 130 cm
 Upper side: soft, sound-absorbing pile

Optimal size
100 x 130 cm

Floor
protection

Antislip

Noise
cancelling

Optimized for
all surfaces

Soft Velvet
texture

Easy
cleaning

Suitable for
any interior

Wear-resistant

Durable
polyester fabric

 Bottom side: anti-slip base
 Wear-resistant fabric 100% polyester
 “Military” style
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GAMING CHAIR
FLOOR MAT FM-01
CND-SFM01
5291485006471

Give yourself an extra level of comfort
during game battles! This durable, anti-slip
mat will protect the floor under the chair
from scratches and abrasions, as well as
help to avoid noise and excessive chair
mobility. The neutral color and optimal size
allow you to fit the mat in any interior. It can
be put under a chair, in zones allocated for
play, work, or art. A great addition to the
chair for those who like to play longer or
just spend a lot of time on the computer.
Plan and exercise your world domination
without leaving your desk!

features:
 Protects the floor from damage
 Smoother movement of the castors
 Optimum size 100 x 130 cm
 Upper side: soft, sound-absorbing pile

Optimal size
100 x 130 cm

Floor
protection

Antislip

Noise
cancelling

Optimized for
all surfaces

Soft Velvet
texture

Easy
cleaning

Suitable for
any interior

Wear-resistant

Durable
polyester fabric

 Bottom side: anti-slip base
 Wear-resistant fabric 100% polyester
 Suitable for any interior
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G A M I N G
mice

Puncher GM-20
The CND-SGM20 embodies the latest trends in
gaming mice and cursor motion technologies.
Unique and eye-catching perforations reduce weight
and lessen skin sweating, thus making the body feel
more comfortable. Teflon feet improve glide, and an
ultra-lightweight braided cable reduces mouse
braking. The professional optical sensor Pixart 3360
with DPI range from 1000 to 12000 dots, 7 durable
programmable buttons, optional software for setting
parameters and macros open up extensive customization options for your individual gaming needs. The
shape of the mouse is suitable for right hand. RGB
lighting with ten effects will enhance your gaming
experience. A gadget worth adding to your gaming
arsenal!

NOVELTY

HIGH-END

INSIDE

features

10

Million clicks
durability


Backlight

Programmable
buttons

Ultra-lightweight

Special
perforated
design

Macro
functions

Programmable
DPI levels

Onboard
memory



Perforated housing



RGB backlight

Reduced mouse weight



10 lighting effects

to diminish arm muscle fatigue



Lightweight USB cable



Mouse weight 65 grams



Maximum acceleration 50G



Professional sensor Pixart 3360



Teflon feet



Additional software for settings setup



DPI range from 1000 to 12000 dots



Macros assignment



7 programmable buttons

1.65m braided with ferrite ring


Response frequency
125/250/500/1000 Hz

CND-SGM20B | 5291485007386
CND-SGM20W | 5291485007393
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PUNCHER
Wide DPI range
Pixart 3360 professionalgrade sensor
Thanks to the high precision of Pixart 3360 sensor,
you can switch between DPI levels literally on the
fly - from 1000 DPI for shooting to 12000 DPI for
super-fast movement. The full range of sensor’s
preset DPIs includes
1000/2000/3000/5000/8000/12000. Besides, the
mouse driver allows you to set custom DPI values
with an interval of 200 DPI.

Optimized responsiveness
Lightweight braided
ferrite ring cable
Ultra-lightweight braided cable
eliminates obstacles to movement
caused by mouse cord weight or
pulling. Also, the absence of
unnecessary loads makes dynamic
and prolonged gaming sessions less
tiring for the arm muscles. A ferrite ring
suppresses electrical noise and helps
to achieve maximum accuracy and
uninterrupted signal.

Response time 1 millisecond
All for an excellent
gaming performance
Adapted for high-speed gaming, this mouse has a
responsiveness of 1ms, a maximum movement
speed of 250 ips, and a maximum acceleration of
50G, which is 5-8 times faster than in standard
models. You can customize the polling rate to
match your game and a maximum scan rate of
12,000 FPS to ensure a super-fast response.

7 programmable buttons
Easy to configure
multi-function keys
You can customize macros and button commands
for any gaming style or character. The wide
adaptability of the mouse will allow you to achieve
the best results in the game by fine-tuning to the
specifics of your game character!

More comfort in prolonged
gaming sessions
Perforated housing

Teflon feet
Perfect sliding
on the surface
Teflon is a synthetic polymer capable of gliding
flawlessly on any surface with minimal friction.
Because the mouse legs are 100% made of
Teflon, the mouse moves across the table or mat
just like skates on fresh ice.

Software for full customization
Endless customization options
The mouse software gives you unlimited customization options for
any game genre. Full mouse customization will allow you to create
a player profile, assign macros, key functions, and set DPI. Great
gear for a winner!
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This eye-catching perforation is designed to
reduce housing weight, thereby reducing the
stress put on the arm muscles. Plus, the perforations provide ventilation to reduce skin sweating
and make the mouse more comfortable during
long gaming sessions. The weight-reduced
perforated housing is designed to help you
maintain high responsiveness over time.

Merkava GM-15
The Merkava GM-15 gaming mouse is an excellent
functional weapon for games of various difficulty
levels. It features the latest Sunplus 6662 optical
sensor, convenient cable length for uninterrupted
signal transmission, ergonomic shape, and anti-slip
coating to help make even the longest gaming
session engaging and comfortable. You can
customize the functions of 12 buttons and store your
settings reliably. Vivid RGB backlight helps create
an atmosphere that matches the mood of your
favorite game. The mouse has a wide DPI switching
range from 400 to 12000. It is durable and comfortable, so it is perfect for both fun and everyday work
on the computer.

NOVELTY

mln

clicks
HIGH
DURABILITY

features

4

12 3

x 3.5g

Macro
buttons

Macro
functions

Programmable
buttons

Cable
length

Backlight

Programmable
DPI levels

6

Sensor Sunplus 6662
12 programmable buttons
 Macro-buttons
 6 default DPI levels
400/800/1600/2400/3200/5000
 Maximum DPI 12000
 Buttons lifespan up to 10 million
clicks
 Ultra-weave USB cable with ferrite
ring, 1.65m
 Weight adjustment system (3x3.5g)

Weight
adjustment
system

Onboard
memory

Enhanced RGB system of backlight
Scanning frequency: 6000 FPS
 Polling rate: 125/250/500/1000 Hz
 Max acceleration: 22.5G
 Max moving speed: 66 ips
 Additional software to setup the
settings
 Macro functions
 Onboard memory to save the
settings









CND-SGM15 | 5291485007461
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MERKAVA
GAMING MOUSE GM-15

Excellent parameters
Fast response speed
Optimized for gaming, this mouse has a
maximum movement speed of 66 ips and 22.5G
acceleration. An adjustable polling rate and
6,000fps scan rate ensure excellent responsiveness across the entire DPI range.

Uninterrupted signal
Braided cable
with ferrite filter
The braided cable and ferrite filter
suppresses high-frequency noise and
improves signal speed and clarity.
Rugged and maneuverable, it is an
integral part of a quality mouse.

Extensive customization
options Set up the
software according
to your preferences
The mouse software has been designed to give
you unlimited customization options for any game
of any genre. You can easily create a player profile,
assign macros, change button mapping, responsiveness, or DPI.

12 programmable buttons
Multi-function keys
with easy configuration
The mouse driver allows you to customize macros
and reassign button functions to your game or game
character's specifics. Feel the convenience of full
customization and enjoy high gaming performance!

Optimal DPI range
Sensor SUNPLUS 6662

Maximum playability
Side buttons
Additional side buttons located on the left allow you to use
your thumb for shooting or other game actions. Of these,
the bottom 4 numbered ones can serve as macro buttons.
This significantly increases the level of comfort in
challenging games and reduces the fatigue of hand
muscles. You can also customize side buttons for
frequent actions outside of gaming activities, like
navigating documents or adjusting the volume.

Weight customization
Additional weights included
The mouse has an adjustable weight system that includes 3
weights of 3.5 grams each. This allows you to adjust the mouse's
weight so that it feels maximally comfortable and matches the
dynamics of the chosen game as best as possible.
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This high-precision optical sensor offers an
extended sensitivity range from 400 to 12,000 DPI.
The mouse driver allows you to set the optimal
value for the game in increments of 200 DPI.
Change resolution on the fly and enjoy precise
mouse movement!

Puncher GM-11
The arms muscles tend to get tired during any
activity, and especially during prolonged work at
the computer. To help you play restfully without
excessive muscle strain, we created a mouse
with a weight of only 69 grams. Weight reduction
is achieved due to an innovative perforated
housing and a durable cable with a novel
ultra-light weave. Pixart PAW3519 optical
sensor, 7 robust programmable buttons, optional
parameter setting software, and macros open up
extensive customization options. The shape of
the mouse is suitable for both hands, and the
perforation lets air cool the palms, preventing
them from sweating. Mouse feet are made of
high molecular weight polyethylene so that it can
glide on any surface flawlessly. An excellent
weapon to win in your favorite games!

NOVELTY

SENSOR

INSIDE

features

5

Million clicks
durability

Backlight

Programmable
buttons

Special
perforated
design

69

Ultra-lightweight

4

Macro
functions

Programmable
DPI levels

Onboard
memory



Sensor Pixart PAW3519



Polling rate:125/250/5001000Hz



Adjustable DPI 800/1600/2400/4200



Button lifespan: up to 5 mln clicks



7 programmable buttons



Scanning frequency: 4000 FPS



Ultra lightweight 69g



Maximum acceleration: 10G



UPE feet



Maximum moving speed: 48 ips



6 modes of backlight effects



Onboard memory



1.65m ultra-weave



Macro functions

USB cable with ferrite ring





Additional software for settings setup

System requirements:
Windows 10/8/7 / Mac OS

CND-SGM11B | 5291485007447
CND-SGM11W | 5291485007454
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PUNCHER

Optimized responsiveness
Lightweight braided
ferrite ring cable

Optimal DPI Range
Pixart PAW3519
professionalgrade sensor

Braid-coated cable and ferrite filter suppress
high-frequency noise and improve signal
speed and clarity. Durable and
maneuverable, it is an integral part of
high-quality mouse outfitting.

Famous for the stable performance and
high accuracy, the Pixart PAW3519 optical
sensor can instantly switch between four
preset DPI levels - 800/1600/2400/4200.

6 RGB backlight
effects Immersion into
the gaming atmosphere
We created the mouse both as a
functional and convenient gadget and as a
flashy and aesthetic gaming accessory.
Choose from six lighting effects to suit
your mood, sit back, and get ready for the
ultimate gaming and relaxation
experience!

7 programmable buttons
Easily customizable
multi-function keys
You can customize macros and button commands
for any gaming style or character. The mouse
adaptability will allow you to achieve the best results
in the game by fine-tuning settings to the specifics of
your game character!

Ultra-high molecular
weight polyethylene feet
Perfect gliding on
the table surface
The importance of mouse feet features is as high for
the quality of a gaming experience as roller skates'
quality for a good training session. In this model, we
used ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UPE)
to ensure the impeccable high-speed movement of
the mouse across the surface.

Reduces discomfort
from prolonged gaming
Perforated housing
Software for complete
customization Endless
customization options
The mouse software gives you unlimited customization options for any game genre. The flexibility of
settings will allow you to create a player profile,
assign macros, button functions, or DPI resolution.
Great gear for a winner!
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This eye-catching perforation is designed to
decrease the mouse body weight, thereby
reducing the strain put on arm muscles. Plus,
the perforation enables ventilation to reduce skin
sweating and make the mouse more comfortable during long gaming sessions. The
lightweight perforated housing helps you
maintain high reaction speed over time.

Corax GM-5N
Those who love shooters will love this comfortable
mouse. It has 8 durable buttons, one of which is
specially made for a sniper scope. A modern sensor with
a high response rate and scanning speed, maximum DPI
of 6400 points, as well as 22.5G acceleration will allow
you to quickly respond to enemy actions and hit targets
with high precision. Additional software for configuration
and macros offer ample opportunity for customization.
Built-in memory helps to store all necessary settings
securely. The ergonomic shape of the mouse makes
playing and everyday work more comfortable. Durable
bright-red braided USB cable with ferrite ring and RGB
lighting will create a lively atmosphere in any environment, whether it is a game or a work time.

NOVELTY

features

10

Million clicks
durability

Backlight

Macro
functions

Cable
length

Customization
software

4

Programmable
DPI levels

Onboard
memory

8

Programmable
buttons



Sensor Sunplus 6651



Polling rate: 125/250/500/1000Hz



8 programmable buttons



Lifespan of buttons: up to 10 mln clicks



Aim button



Scanning frequency: 6000 FPS



Adjustable DPI



Max Acceleration: 22.5 G



Max DPI 6400



Max Moving speed: 66 ips



Ergonomic design



Additional software to setup the settings



RGB backlight



Macros assignments



Red USB ultraweave
cable 1.65m with a ferrite ring



Onboard memory

CND-SGM05N | 5291485007515
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CORAX

EXCELLENT
PERFORMANCE
Optimized for gaming, this mouse has 66
ips maximum moving speed and 22.5G
acceleration. Adjustable polling rate and
6000 fps scanning frequency ensure
excellent reaction and responsiveness
across the whole DPI range.

BRAIDED CABLE
WITH FERRITE FILTER
Braid-coated cable and ferrite filter suppress
high-frequency noise and improve signal
speed and clarity. Durable and
maneuverable, it is an integral part of
high-quality mouse outfitting.

SUNPLUS 6651 SENSOR
This highly precise optical sensor offers you a
wide sensitivity range from 200 to 6400 DPI.
The mouse driver allows setting an optimal
custom value with 200 DPI steps. Change
resolutions on the fly and enjoy a pinpoint
precision of the mouse movement!

8 PROGRAMMABLE
BUTTONS
The mouse driver allows you to set up
macros and remap button commands for
your game specifics or playable character.
Feel the comfort of customization and
enjoy high gaming efficiency!
ON-BOARD
MEMORY MODULE

AIM BUTTON
A useful feature for shooter players who
like to move fast on high DPI values.
When you zoom in while sniping, the
picture becomes shaky. In order to shoot
sharper, use the aim button to drop the
DPI value down to the lowest.

CUSTOMIZATION
SOFTWARE
The mouse software was developed to
give you unlimited opportunities for
personal settings in any game of any
genre. Full customization of the mouse
allows you to create a player profile,
assign macros, change button mapping,
response rate, or DPI.
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Onboard memory module allows you to
transfer custom settings, backups and your
entire player profile to other computers.

Emisat GM-14
CND-SGM14RGB | 5291485005931
This vertical gaming mouse equipped with a joystick is
something that many advanced players were really looking
forward to! It was created to ease an excessive load on a
hand and forearm muscles during long-lasting gaming or
working sessions. Using this mouse is like using a pen or a
pencil, so you do not have to get used to the new gadget
for more than a few days. In addition to maximum
ergonomics, the mouse has a ton of additional features that
will please any fan of multifunctional gadgets. It has
everything you need for a productive game: a highprecision optical sensor with a range of settings from 500
to 4800 DPI, 7 programmable buttons, extensive customization options, uninterrupted signal transmission, and even
embedded joystick. A pleasant-touch rubberized coating
and multi-color RGB backlight make the user experience
even more impressive. The Emisat mouse would be a real
hit in your gaming toolset
BONUS
STICKER
INSIDE

DUAL MODE
JOYSTICK

features
7 programmable
buttons

Cable length

modes
RGB backlight

Levels

Macro
functions

Less wrist
strain
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High-quality optical sensor Pixart PAW3212



7 programmable buttons



Adjustable DPI: 500/1000/2000/3000/4000/4800



Dual mode 5D joystick



Additional software to setup the settings



Macro functions



10 modes of backlight effects



1.65m braided USB cable with a ferrite
ring to protect against signal loss



Compatible with Windows 10/8/7/ and Mac OS



Less wrist strain

Apstar GM-12
Side-Scrolling Gaming Mouse

CND-SGM12RGB | 5291485005924
Apstar gaming mouse was created to engage players
in dynamic and long-lasting games without getting
tired. High-precision Sunplus sensor, pleasant-touch
non-slip surface, shape optimized for right-hand
usage and unlimited customization options allow you
to achieve excellent results in games related to any
genres. Quickly create your own player’s profile,
assign macros, change button actions, response
speed, and DPI without excessive effort. The
distinctive feature of this model is in its scroll wheel,
which is positioned on the side, in order to minimize
muscle fatigue and open up new possibilities for
mouse control. Win any game with any character!

BONUS
STICKER
INSIDE

UNIQUE
Side scroll
DESIGN

features

6 programmable
buttons

Cable length

3 million clicks

Levels

Customization
software

Onboard
memory
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High-precision optical sensor Sunplus SPCP6651B



Adjustable DPI: 800/1600/2400/3200/4800/6400



6 programmable buttons



1.65 m braided USB cable with a ferrite
ring to protect against signal loss



Lifespan of buttons: up to 3 million clicks



Matt UV surface



Additional software to setup the settings



Macro functions



Response rate: 125/250/500/1000 Hz



Onboard memory to storage your settings



Scanning frequency: 6000FPS

Hazard GM-6
CND-SGM6N | 5291485003029
The mouse made by hazardous minds for those gamers who play their
favourite games to the extreme. Due to 9 customized buttons and 4
removable extra weights per 5 grams each, the mouse has great
capabilities to get you to the top. Using mouse driver you can set up
macros, assign button commands, response rate, DPI, and create player
profile according to your own gaming needs. Onboard memory module
allows to transfer custom settings and your entire player profile to other
computers. No matter what grip you have, twin surface coating technology will provide extra durability and prevent from scratches and fingerprints. And awesome “fire-coloured” LED lighting helps you to enjoy long
night gaming sessions and simply looks cool! A perfect weapon for a
certain victory.

features
9 programmable buttons
Cool design with LED backlight
Adjustable DPI: 1000/2400/3200/6400
Adjustable weight control - removable 20g (4x5g)
Twin Surface coaling technology
Total customization software
Built-in memory module to save settings
Braided cable with ferrite filter
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Sulaco GM-4
CND-SGM04RGB | 5291485005887
Canyon Sulaco mouse is a great find for those who are
looking for a high-quality gaming tool with a spectacular
modern design. 7 buttons, programmed in accordance
with your individual preferences, accurate optical sensor,
convenient cable length, smooth signal transmission,
ergonomic shape, anti-slip coating - all these features
will make even the longest gaming sessions more
immersive and convenient. 6 modes of RGB backlighting
will create the right mood for your favorite game. The
mouse is durable and comfortable. It has a wide DPI
range, so it will serve both as a weapon in the game as
well as a reliable assistant in the daily work.

features
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High-quality optical sensor PixArt 3519



Adjustable DPI settings 800/1200/2400/3200/4200



7 programmable buttons



Stylish braided cable with ferrite ring to protect against signal loss



Cable length: 1.65 m



Button life: 5 Million Clicks



RGB backlight



6 modes of backlight effects



Canyon Twin Surface coating technology



Response frequency: 125/250/500/1000 Hz



Built-in memory for settings saving



Scan frequency: 3000 FPS

Tantive GM-4E
CND-SGM4E | 5291485003135
This ultra-speedy mouse is the most powerful weapon for
those who like dynamic shooters or racing games. Due to its
original ergonomic shape, seven programmable buttons and
up-to-date software, you will achieve maximum efficiency in
your game. Be precise as a sniper and quick as a cosmic
racer – the victory is yours!

features
High quality optical "Sunplus” sensor of the 2nd Generation
7 Programmable buttons
Adjustable DPI settings (800/1000/1200/1600/2000/2400/3200/4800)
Onboard memory profiles
Macros assignments
Canyon Twin Surface coating technology
Awesome LED backlighting
Braided USB cable with ferrite ring to protect of signal loss
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TANTIVE

ON-THE-FLY TUNING

Slow down and speed up your character however you need in your
gaming space. Play as fast as a game flow requires! Due to the
high-precision sensor Sunplus, you can quickly switch between
800/1000/1200/1600/2000/2400/3200/4800 DPI. The driver of the
mouse also allows to choose any private value of DPI.

BRAIDED CABLE WITH FERRITE
FILTER LOSSLESS SIGNAL

AWESOME LIGHTING

Enjoy maximum precision and play without
interruptions! The ferrite filter suppresses all
possible electrical noise and helps to reach
maximum efficiency and sharpness.

Are you a nighttime player? Then you can get a
wonderful experience of gaming as you will see
and control your device in the dark. And it just
looks amazing due to its fire-coloured LED lighting.

CANYON TWIN SURFACE
COATING TECHNOLOGY
Another original feature created by Canyon
team is Twin Surface - double rubberized
coating, which provides durability, comfortable
and secure grip and prevents from fingerprints
on the surface. The bottom part of the mouse
is made of extremely quick and controllable
sliding components.

7 PROGRAMMABLE BUTTONS
Using the mouse driver you can set up macros
and customize mouse button commands for any
gaming needs. Achieve maximum efficiency in
the game by adapting your mouse specifically for
your game character.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
TO FIT YOUR HAND

CUSTOMIZATION
SOFTWARE

ONBOARD MEMORY
PROFILES

Canyon Tantive CND-SGM4E is all about
comfort, quality and durability in a lightweight,
ergonomically designed body. It will give
supreme comfort for your hand in long lasting
gaming sessions. Shoot like a pro and slide
lighting-fast!

Totally unlimited opportunities for personal settings
for a game of any genre. Full customization of the
mouse allows you to create player’s profile, assign
macros, change button assignments, DPI.
The victory is guaranteed in any game with any
character!

Using the built-in memory module,
you can save your gamer profile
and transfer all your custom
settings to any computer.
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Eclector GM-3
CND-SGM03RGB | 5291485005894
If you're looking for a reliable gaming mouse with
minimalistic design, Canyon Eclector is a great find! 6
buttons, programmed in accordance with your individual
preferences, high-quality optical sensor, convenient
cable length, smooth signal transmission, ergonomic
shape, RGB backlight, non-slip coating - all these
features will help to make a long gaming session more
immersive and convenient. The mouse is durable and
comfortable, and also it has a wide DPI range, which is
useful both for playing games and daily work.

features
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High-quality optical sensor Pixart 3168



Programmable DPI settings 800/1200/2400/3200



6 programmable buttons



RGB backlight



Stylish braided cable with ferrite ring to protect against signal loss



Cable length: 1.65 m



Canyon Twin Surface coating technology



Response frequency: 125/250/500/1000 Hz



Built-in memory for settings saving



Scan frequency: 3000FPS

vigil GM-2
CND-SGM02RGB 5291485006334
This ergonomic gaming mouse named Vigil with its aggressive
design, will be your reliable assistant both in gaming battles and
in everyday work. High-quality Pixart 3168 optical sensor
provides pinpoint accuracy over the cursor control, and its
resolution can be easily changed. The cable with a ferrite ring
provides flawless connection, which is very important during the
game. 6 buttons can be quickly programmed according to the
user’s needs. Soft, rubberized coating makes the mouse very
pleasant to touch. Together with stylish LED backlighting and
optimal ergonomics, this mouse will give you with ultimate
gaming experience.

3 million clicks

Awesome
backlight

6 programmable
buttons

Cable
length - 1.65 m

Canyon
Twin surface
technology

Macro
functions

4 programmable
DPI levels

features
 High-quality optical sensor Pixart 3168
 Adjustable DPI: 800/1600/2400/3200
 6 programmable buttons
 1.65m USB cable with a ferrite ring to prevent from

signal flaws
 Button lifespan: 3 million clicks
 Canyon Twin Surface coating technology
 Additional setup software
 Macros settings
 Response frequency: 125/250/500/1000 Hz
 Built-in memory for saving user profile
 Scanning frequency: 3000FPS
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Star Raider GM-1
CND-SGM01RGB 5291485006327
The performance of Star Raider gaming mouse allows using it
both for games and everyday work. Pixart 3168 optical sensor
provides high-precision control over mouse movements, and a
cable with a ferrite ring prevents signal loss, which is very
important for flawless gaming experience. You can program 6
buttons of the mouse and set up appropriate DPI values using
its software. In addition to its excellent technical parameters, the
mouse is pleasant to use due to its soft rubberized coating and
stylish LED backlight. Simple and convenient mouse for
masterful victories!
3 million clicks

Awesome
backlight

6 programmable
buttons

Cable
length - 1.65 m

Canyon
Twin surface
technology

Macro
functions

4 programmable
DPI levels

features
 High-quality optical sensor Pixart 3168
 Adjustable DPI: 800/1600/2400/3200
 6 programmable buttons
 1.65m USB cable with a ferrite ring

to prevent from signal flaws
 Button lifespan: 3 million clicks
 Canyon Twin Surface coating technology
 Additional setup software
 Macros settings
 Response frequency: 125/250/500/1000 Hz
 Built-in memory for saving user profile
 Scanning frequency: 3000FPS
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G A M I N G
keyboards

Interceptor GK-8
Gaming Keyboard
CND-SKB8
This professional-grade gaming keyboard is a perfect
companion for your victories! Backlighting with different color
variations will enhance your gaming environment and serve as
a cool desktop decoration - each key is backlighted individually!
Canyon red mechanical switches have a pleasant tactile
response and efficient operation. The buttons can hold up to 60
million strokes, and the Double injection keycaps are indelible.
The anti-static metal surface increases the strength and
durability of the device. Below the main block of keys, an
additional set of buttons is located. Using these 7 multimedia
buttons with a volume wheel, you can control multimedia player
and keyboard backlighting. The keyboard has a compact
extension for wrist supports. You can customize the keyboard
functions using Canyon software.
multifunctional
control panel

Game Level
Dual-core
IC Chip

RED
MECHANICAL
SWITCHES

NOVELTY

21

11
Types of
backlight

features

Buttons
lifecycle

"WIN" / "START"
button lock

gaming
backlight
modes

Anti Ghosting
function,
NKRO CLASS

111 buttons
104 Canyon red mechanical switches
 7 multimedia buttons
 Transparent shaft of mechanical
switches
 Customization software
 Multifunctional control panel
 Double Injection keycaps
 60 million strokes per button
 Anti-ghosting function
 11 backlight modes

Fast trigger
actuation
2 mm
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21 gaming backlight modes
"WIN" / "START" button lock
 Key route 4.0 mm
 NKRO anti-ghosting technology
 Dual-core IC chip
 Macro functions
 Anti-static metal panel
 Trigger actuation 2 mm with force 60g
 Braided cable with ferrite ring
 System requirements: WIN 7/8/10









CND-SKB8-US

5291485004897

CND-SKB8-RU

5291485004903

Nightfall GK-7
Mechanical Gaming Keyboard

CND-SKB7

Game Level
Dual-core
IC Chip

Let your enemies quiver in fear after the night falls!
This pro-level keyboard has black mechanical switches,
acknowledged as the best technology for gaming so far.
The keys mechanism is constructed with tiny gaps between
actuation and release points, allowing to perform actions
without an actual “click”, with least possible pressing force.
Each button is equipped with a Dual Core IC chip, where
one core is responsible for NKRO anti-ghosting and
anti-jamming technology and the other one - for custom
lighting. In terms of design, this keyboard is a real blast!
22 customized types of backlight look amazing and the
removable magnetic wrist rest helps to maintain full power
during late night gaming sessions. Using Canyon Gaming
software, you can assign macros and re-program button
actions according to your personal gaming needs. Immerse
in your favourite games and stay up all night!

Knob
controls
volume

BLACK
MECHANICAL
SWITCHES

features

22
"WIN" / "START"
button
lock

Anti Ghosting
function,
(NKRO technology)

Fast trigger
actuation
1,5 mm

types of deco
lights

Buttons
lifecycle

Macro
functions



108 buttons



Multifunctional control knob



Black Canyon mechanical switches



Full customization software



Key route 4.0 mm



Macros assignments



Trigger actuation 1.5 mm
with force 80+/-10g



"Windows/Start" button lock



22 types of backlighting



60 million pressings per button



Removable magnetic wrist rest



Braided cable with ferrite magnet ring



Double-injection keycaps
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NKRO anti-ghosting and
anti-jamming function
Dual core IC chip

CND-SKB7-US

5291485005627

CND-SKB7-RU

5291485005610

Hazard GK-6
Mechanical Gaming Keyboard

CND-SKB6
Due to its innovative mechanical button mechanism,
optimised key route and fast trigger actuation, this
mechanical keyboard will help you to win like a real
professional gamer. Each of the buttons can handle over
60 mln pressings. The keyboard has 20 types of vivid
backlighting. We’ve created 10 pre-programmed combinations of lighting setup for a selection of most popular
games. You can re-program 2 of these combinations
according to your personal needs. Extended anti-ghosting
and anti-jamming mechanism NKRO ensures flawless
simultaneous keystrokes. Windows/Start button lock will
provide interruption-free gaming. Just play, win and have
no compromise!

BLUE
MECHANICAL
SWITCHES

features

Anti Ghosting
function,
NKRO CLASS

Fast trigger
actuation
2,4 mm

backlight
customization

Buttons
lifecycle

"WIN" button
lock
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104 mechanical buttons



NKRO anti-ghosting and anti-jamming function



Blue mechanical switches



"Windows/Start" button lock



Key route 4.0 mm



20 types of backlighting



Trigger actuation 2.4 mm
with force 60+/-10g



10 lighting presets for most popular
games, 2 of them can be re-programmed



60 million pressings per button



Double-injection keycaps

CND-SKD6-US

5291485004910

CND-SKD6-RU

5291485004927

G A M I N G
headsets

Nightfall GH-7
Gaming
Headset
CND-SGHS7

52914850

This headset provides a completely immersive gaming experience,
without any discomfort during long night sessions. The shape of ear
cushions allows to use the headset as long as possible with maximum
convenience. Virtual Surround 7.1 technology creates rich volume and
a 360-degree feeling with balanced sound ambiance. It allows a player
to figure out fast where every sound comes from. Convenient
adjustable microphone perfectly transmits voice, and a two-meter
cable allows to be at an optimal distance from the computer. The
optimal shape, stylish and discreet design, convenient volume and
microphone control - all this will delight game enthusiasts of any genre.
Great value for the price!

7.1
VIRTUAL
SOUND

features
 Virtual 7.1 surround sound

 Driver diameter: 40mm

 Comfortable ear cushions

 Impedance: 32 Ω

 Volume control

 Cable length: 2 m

 Adjustable headband and microphone

 Connection type: USB

 LED backlighting
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CORAX GH-5A
Full Immersion
Gaming Headset
CND-SGHS5A

5291485003067

For a completely fascinating gaming experience we have designed this
pro-level gaming headset! Don’t let anything interrupt you, just dive into
the game and win it like a champion with this decent gaming tool.
Incredibly deep and powerful audio performance combined with
sensitive microphone provide advanced gaming experience. Memory
foam in ear cushions will hold the shape of your head and ears so you
won’t get tired even while playing your favourite games all night long.
Every gamer will fancy this stylish design with LED lights and cool
aggressive shape.
Included adapter makes this headset compatible with any modern
device equipped with a combined 3.5 mm audio socket for microphone
and headphones.

features
Cool gaming design with LED-lighting

Sensitivity: 95±3 dB

Adjustable headband

Frequency: 20-20 kHz

Memory foam in ear cushion

Cable length: 2 m+/-10%

Extra comfort for long-time usage

Plugs: 2*3,5 mm;
USB (only for lightning)

Superior audio performance
Speaker: φ 50 mm
Impedance: 32 Ω ± 15 %
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Adaptor 2*3,5 to combined 1*3,5

Fobos GH-3A
Gaming Headset
For Long Sessions
CND-SGHS3A

5291485003050

This headset provides high-quality audio that surrounds you during
harsh gaming battles. A decent finding for those gamers who seek the
best quality for a smart price. This headset brings captivating gaming
experience due to its cool design and deep high quality sound.
Adjustable headband and memory foam in ear cushions adapt to the
shape of your head and ears adding extra comfort during the longest
gaming sessions.
Included adapter makes this headset compatible with any modern
device equipped with a combined 3.5 mm audio socket for microphone
and headphones.

features
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Adjustable headband

Impedance: 32 Ω ± 15 %

Crystal clear sound quality

Sensitivity: 95±3 dB

Volume & Microphone control

Frequency: 20-20 kHz

Memory foam in ear cushion

Cable length: 2 m+/-10%

Showy design and ergonomic shape

Plugs: 2*3,5 mm

Speaker: φ 50 mm

Adaptor 2*3,5
to combined 1*3,5

star raider GH-1A
Lightweight
Comfortable
Gaming Headset
CND-SGHS1A

5291485003043

This basic gaming headset suits beginner gamers and those who like
to use good looking PC accessories of advanced level. The
headphones provide reach, good quality sound while the microphone
is quite accurate and precise. Adjustable headband and soft earpads
bring maximum convenience. By using the volume & microphone
control, you can always switch level of sound without any interference.
Included adapter makes this headset compatible with any modern
device equipped with a combined 3.5 mm audio socket for microphone
and headphones.

features
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Adjustable headband

Sensitivity: 100±3 dB

Superior sound quality

Frequency: 20-20 kHz

Volume & Microphone control

Cable length: 2 m+/-10%

Speaker: φ 40 mm

Plugs: 2*3,5 mm

Impedance: 32 Ω ± 15 %

Adaptor 2*3,5
to combined 1*3,5

G A M I N G
gamepads

WIRELESS GAMEPAD
WITH TOUCHPAD FOR PS4 GP-W5
CND-GPW5
5291485003678

This wireless gamepad was made for ultimate gaming experience on PlayStation 4. The main
innovation implemented into this gamepad is a built-in touchpad allowing more control over the game.
The LED-lighting of the touchpad can be set up in your favorite color. Vibration feedback makes you
feel every collision and crash of a game. The gamepad works within a range of 10 meters from its
receiver using fast wireless connection technology. The M1-M4 buttons can be reprogrammed and
remapped according to your personal gaming needs. Action repeat mode is switched on by turning
on turbo mode. And forget about batteries - this gamepad is rechargeable, working for up to 10 hours
on a single charge.

features
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Wireless connection within 10m range
20 buttons
Rechargeable, including 1m charging cable
Battery performance: up to 10 hours
Dual motors for sensitive feedback
Built-in touchpad
Smart LED-lighting
Vibration feedback
Turbo mode
Additional patented programmable buttons
Macro Functions
Smart LED-lighting
Compatible with PlayStation 4

WIRELESS GAMEPAD
WITH TOUCHPAD FOR PS4
Smart LED-lighting
The gamepad has a built-in LED
color panel that can be set up
according to your favorite color.
A perfect feature for team players gather your tribe into a group of up
to 8 players and be a leader.

Stable 10-meter
wireless connection
Ultra-fast wireless connection
technology allows to playing from the
distance of up to 10 meters.
The gamepad is connected to a gaming
console via USB dongle.

Built-in touchpad
Jump, slide, run, shoot! Using the touchpad
you can control your character however you
want - just swipe up to throw a grenade or
double tap to accelerate. The touch panel is
also handy when it comes to off-game text
typing, so you’ll never get stuck with
login-password input and searching for a
gaming hint on the internet.

Programmable
buttons
Let’s create a real command
Centre out of this small gamepad!
You can reprogram all of the
20 buttons, including 4 patented
M1-M4 like never before. Set up
macros and destroy all your
enemies in a single click.

Rechargeable
With its built-in 600 mAh battery, the
gamepad can work for up to 10 hours on a
single charge. 1-meter long charging cable is
included into the package.

SIZE

Dual motors, turbo mode
and vibration feedback

Height: 162 mm
Width: 106 mm
Depth: 62 mm
Weight: 214 g ± 10 g

Jump, slide, run, shoot! Using the touchpad you
can control your character however you want.
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3-in-1 Wireless
Gamepad GP-W6
CND-GPW6 | 5291485006396
This wireless gamepad is compatible with most of the popular
gaming consoles. 15 buttons allow you to customize the gadget
to the specifics of your favorite game quickly and easily. A
well-considered form and haptic response ensure full immersion
into a game’s atmosphere. The gamepad recharges quickly and
works up to 8 hours on a single charge. The longest stable
distance for a console connection is 10 meters, so that you can
make yourself comfortable in any room. Get your head in the
game.

15
15 buttons

PC X, D-input
modes
PS3, Android

Vibration
feedback

2.4 GHz Wireless
connection

features
 Wireless connection 2.4GHz
 Number of buttons: 15
 2 embedded vibration motors for haptic feedback
 Compatible with: Windows XP, Win10, PS3, Android
 Plug-and-Play
 Batteries included: 2 pcs, AA Type
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Wireless Gamepad
4-in-1 GP-W3
CND-GPW3 | 5291485006389
More options for moving around your favorite games! This wireless
gamepad is compatible with the most popular game consoles,
including the Nintendo Switch. 16 buttons with impressive
individual backlight makes it easy to customize the gadget to the
specifics of your favorite game, and the absence of a wire and
haptic response will deliver a complete immersion into its
atmosphere. The ergonomic shape of the case and the
arrangement of buttons make the gameplay very comfortable. The
maximum distance from the console is 10 meters, which will allow
you to sit conveniently in any room. Play tirelessly!

16
2.4 GHz Wireless
connection

16 buttons

Vibration
feedback

Nintendo/Android/
PC/PS3 compatible

USB Type-C

features
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2.4 GHz Wireless connection



Individual button backlight



16 buttons



2 embedded vibration motors for haptic feedback



Motion sensor (Nintendo switch)



High capacity battery: 600 mAh



Charging via Type C port



Compatibility: Nintendo Switch / Android / PC / PS3



Plug-and-play

G A M I N G
headset stand,
mouse bungee

3 in 1 headset stand,
mouse bungee & USB hub
WH200
The gaming mouse bungee is an important addition that
keeps the cord from tangling and the rest of the items on
the table from being accidentally dropped. Besides
helping organize the play space, bungee enhances
gaming performance by reducing mouse movement
resistance, which improves reaction speed. This bungee
model embodies maximum functionality, as it is
equipped with a two-port USB hub, and its shape is
adapted for convenient storage of a gaming headset.
Embedded weights and anti-slip feet keep the gadget in
place. Stylish RGB LED lighting brings the atmosphere
to late gaming sessions. The perfect solution for small
gaming spaces and for those who like to keep their table
organized!

NOVELTY

SPACE-SAVING
DESIGN

Colour RGB
backlight

Ports

Mouse cord
organizer

Flexible
silicone neck

Rubberized
weighted base

features


Prevention of cord tangling



Headset stand



2-port USB 2.0 hub



7 colors RGB backlight with control button



Flexible silicone arm



Internal weight to stabilize cable tension



Anti-slip rubber feet

CND-GWH200B | 5291485007058
CND-GWH200PW | 5291485007065
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3 IN 1 HEADSET STAND,
MOUSE BUNGEE & USB HUB

Workspace optimization
Headset stand

Desktop decoration
7 RGB color modes

Table clutter is often distracting and
annoying. This model is designed to help
you organize your gaming space to make
playing and storing your gaming headset as
convenient as possible. With this stylish
gadget, even a small table will look
completely different.

LED lighting provides aesthetic and
atmospheric lighting for the gaming space
during late gaming sessions. You can
choose one of seven shades of lighting to
suit the mood or the specifics of the game to
immerse yourself in the game and relax.

Maximum functionality
Hub for 2 USB-A ports
Mouse Cord Bungee
Full control
over the mouse cord

This bungee model is equipped with a
dual-port USB hub to make the gadget as
functional and useful as possible. You will be
able to connect two devices through the
built-in hub, which makes the gadget an
excellent assistant not only during the game
but also for work.

The bungee is designed to protect the
gaming mouse cord from twisting, and
objects on the table from the threat of being
knocked over to the floor due to its chaotic
movement. Elimination of the cord weight
factor makes the mouse faster and more
agile. More control in the game means more
victories!

Weighted stable base
Anti-slip rubber feet
A solid base with a weighted center and
non-slip feet provide maximum stability,
even during sudden mouse movements.
Thanks to this, you can entirely focus on the
game, maneuvering the mouse following the
game tasks, and not the desktop
organization's peculiarities.
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2 in 1 gaming mouse bungee
and 4 port USB hub
WH100
This useful accessory protects the mouse cord from
twisting and the objects on the table from the threat of
being knocked over during hot gaming battles. Besides
organizing the gaming space, bungee enhances performance by eliminating mouse movement restrictions,
which improves reaction speed. For additional functionality, we have equipped this model with a four-port USB
hub to make the bungee an even more useful gadget.
The center weight and anti-slip feet hold the gadget in
place, while the flexible silicone arm follows the movement of the cord to prevent it from toppling over. The red
LED backlight will bring extra fun into the gaming
atmosphere. Feel the new level of convenience in the
game!

NOVELTY

CONTROL OF
MOUSE CORD

RED
LED
Anti-slip feet

Backlight

Weighted base
for stability

features


Prevention of cord tangling



4-port USB 2.0 hub



Red LED backlight



Flexible silicone arm



Embedded weight for cable tension stabilization



Anti-slip rubber feet

CND-GWH100 | 5291485007041
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2 IN 1 GAMING MOUSE BUNGEE
AND 4 PORT USB HUB

Decoration of
the gaming space
Red LED backlight
LED lighting provides aesthetic and
atmospheric lighting for the gaming space
during late gaming sessions. Using this
gadget instead of a bright lamp can help you
can to concentrate on the game and have a
good rest.

Full control over
the mouse cord
Flexible silicone arm

Thanks to the flexible silicone arm, the gadget will
not restrict the mouse's movement or topple over
due to sudden shifts. Simultaneously, the bungee
reliably protects the mouse cord from twisting and
objects on the table from the threat of being knocked
over caused by the chaotic movement of the cord.
Elimination of the cord weight factor makes the
mouse faster and more agile.

Reliable stability
Anti-slip rubber feet
Special rubberized feet reliably
protect the device from displacement, increasing its stability. The
weighted base and rubberized feet
protect the gadget against falling or
displacement in moments of sudden
mouse movements, keeping items
on the table safe and making the
gaming space more organized.

Optimized weight
Weighted stable base

Versatility
4-port USB 2.0 Hub

The base of this gadget has an embedded
weight to make it as stable as possible. This
is an essential feature for this type of gadget
due to the need to provide a counterweight
during the sudden movements of the
mouse. Thanks to this, you can concentrate
on the game as much as possible!

This bungee model is equipped with a four-port USB
hub to make the gadget even more functional and
useful. You can connect four devices through the
built-in hub, which makes the gadget an excellent
assistant during the game and work.
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G A M I N G
mouse pads

EXTRA-LARGE PAD FOR MOUSE
AND KEYBOARD 930Х350Х430 MM
«CONTROL» MP-10
CND-CMP10
5291485007706

NOVELTY

This mat will simultaneously protect your desk surface and make your gaming mouse movements more
comfortable and precise. The well-thought-out asymmetrical shape allows you to place everything you
need for play and work on the table with maximum convenience. The right side of the mat provides
room for mouse maneuvers, while the left side for the keyboard saves space for the monitor.
The durable jacquard weave surface is optimized to maximize mouse control. Neatly stitched edges
protect the mat from abrasion and increase durability. A simple, harmonious design will make a stylish
addition to the workspace.

features
 930х350х430 mm size
 Surface optimized for precise and fast movements

XL size:
930х350х430 mm

Optimized
surface

Ergonomic
design

 Fits all mouse sensitivities and sensors
 Size accommodates keyboard and mouse
 Anti-slip natural rubber base
 Anti-fray stitched edges
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The jacquard
surface

Anti-slip
rubber base

EXTRA-LARGE PAD FOR MOUSE
AND KEYBOARD 930Х350Х430 MM
«CONTROL» MP-10

OPTIMIZED SURFACE
PERFECT CONTROL
OVER A MOUSE MOVEMENT
The durable jacquard weave surface is optimized to
maximize control over the mouse movement.

TABLE PROTECTION
LARGE SURFACE AND CONVENIENT SHAPE
The large area of the mat helps protect your desk surface from scratches
and scuffs that can be caused by a mouse or keyboard. The well-thoughtout asymmetrical shape allows you to place everything you need for play
and work on the table with maximum convenience. The right side of the mat
provides optimal space for various mouse maneuvers, while the left side for
the keyboard takes up less space in width

ANTI-FRAY STITCHED EDGES
STRENGTH AND DURABILITY
The edges of the mat are carefully stitched to protect
against abrasion and increase durability. The dense
surface of the mat prevents dust accumulation, thus
keeping it clean for a longer time.
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LARGE MOUSE PAD
500X420 MM «SPEED» MP-8
CND-CMP8
5291485007690

NOVELTY

If you are looking for a mat with extra space for movement, this rug is perfect for you. Its size is larger
than the standard, which allows you to perform broad movements without going over the edge of the
mat. The surface is made of durable, high-quality "multi-spandex" material, which is optimized for
sensors of various mouse models and sensitivity levels. The anti-slip natural rubber base keeps the rug
from moving over the table. The stitched edges protect the mat from abrasion and increase durability.
The dense surface of the mat prevents dust accumulation, allowing it to stay clean for a longer time. A
neutral yet stylish print will serve as a nice table decoration.

features
 500x420 mm size
 Surface optimized for precise and fast movements
 Material for faster gliding
 Optimized for all mouse sensitivities and sensors
 Anti-slip natural rubber base
 Anti-fray stitched edges
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500x420 mm
size

Optimized for all mouse
sensitivities and sensors

Anti-slip
natural rubber base

Anti-fray
stitched edges

LARGE MOUSE PAD
500X420 MM «SPEED» MP-8
MATERIAL "MULTISPANDEX"
MAXIMUM MOUSE GLIDING SPEED
The mat's surface is made of durable, high-quality
"multi-spandex" material, optimized for sensors of various
mouse models and levels of sensitivity.
LARGE SURFACE CONVENIENT
FOR COMPLEX MANEUVERS
If you like playing games that require complex mouse
maneuvers, this mat is perfect for you. Compared to
the standard, the expanded surface of the mat allows
you to perform broad movements with maximum
cursor precision.

RELIABLE FIXATION
NON-SLIP NATURAL RUBBER BASE

ANTI-FRAY STITCHED EDGES
STRENGTH AND DURABILITY

The mat is excellently held in place due to the anti-slip
natural rubber base. Maximum playability and comfort for
palms!

The edges of the mat are carefully stitched to protect against
abrasion and increase durability. The dense surface of the mat
prevents dust accumulation, thus keeping it clean for a longer time.
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MOUSE PAD
350x250 mm «SPEED» MP-5
CND-CMP5
5291485007683

NOVELTY

This mat is covered with a special smooth "multi-spandex" material to minimize friction. The mat stays
in place on the table due to the anti-slip base made of natural rubber. The optimal size of the rug allows
saving the table's space while allowing you to comfortably carry out all movements in the game.
Carefully stitched edges protect the mat from abrasion and increase durability. The dense surface of
the mat prevents dust accumulation, keeping it clean for a longer time. A simple, harmonious illustration
is a stylish workspace enhancement.

features
 350x250 mm size
 Special surface material for fast gliding
 Optimized for all mouse sensitivities and sensors
 Anti-slip natural rubber base
 Anti-fray stitched edges
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350x250 mm
size

Optimized for all mouse
sensitivities and sensors

Anti-slip
natural rubber base

Anti-fray
stitched edges

MOUSE PAD
350x250 mm
«SPEED» MP-5

"MULTISPANDEX" MATERIAL
MAXIMUM MOUSE MANEUVERABILITY
The mat is covered with a special smooth
"multi-spandex" material, allowing the
gaming mouse to glide as fast as possible
due to the reduced friction. A quick reaction
to the actions of antagonists is the key to a
confident victory in any game!

ANTI-FRAY STITCHED EDGES
STRENGTH AND DURABILITY

RELIABLE FIXATION
NON-SLIP NATURAL RUBBER BASE

The edges of the mat are carefully stitched to protect
against abrasion and increase durability. The dense
surface of the mat prevents dust accumulation, thus
keeping it clean for a longer time.

The mat is excellently held in place due to the
anti-slip natural rubber base. Maximum playability
and comfort for palms!
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GAMING MOUSE PAD
350X250 MM MP-3
CND-CMP3
5291485001810

You can beat the odds with the careful choice of a proper mouse pad! This one was designed for
you to win any battle. Control-type surface of heavily textured weave allows to move a mouse on
this mat as precisely as possible. The lower side of it is made of anti-slip rubber base and the upper
one is stitched with anti-fraying cloth. This mat will fit with all gaming mice – from beginner to
professional levels! And the stylish Canyon Gaming picture will encourage you to be a winner!

features
350x250 mm size
Heavily textured weave for pixel-precise mouse control
Optimized for all mouse sensitivities and sensors
Highly portable cloth-based design
Upper side: anti-fraying stitched frame
Lower side: Anti-slip rubber base
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